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How to install igraph: cd igraph/include/igraph/ sudo make install How to use igraph: The main entry point for igraph is
igraph_t. There is an example how to work with igraph, in the file source/example/example_example.c. Graph containers:
Igraph also defines an interface for generic containers for adjacency and attribute matrices. These matrices are ordered, ie., they
are implemented with row-major order, such as Matlab or Octave. The interface is defined in the file igraph/igraph.h and is
very intuitive and easy to use. Sparse matrices: A sparse matrix is a generic type for matrices with a very specific structure. The
sparse matrix data structure provides linear access methods as well as interface for operations such as solving a system of
equations or finding the fewest number of rows or columns that are needed to store a given matrix. Modified Circulant matrix
(Cayley graph): Igraph library contains code to compute Cayley graphs of certain groups. It is implemented in the file
cayley/generated/cayley_graph.c. Graphs to graph methods conversion and graph generation: There are functions in igraph
which can be used to translate many standard graph methods to and from igraph matrices. These functions are described in the
file igraph/igraph.h. They are used extensively by the example code. The methods which are supported are: shortest path and
several variants of the shortest path, diameter, pair shortest path, maximum matching, balanced minimum spanning tree,
connected components, components, connected component containment, connected component structure and degree.
Biconnected components: The biconnected components of a graph can be computed with igraph. Igraph provides an interface to
the biconnected components through the function for the function igraph_biconnected_components. Modified DFS and BFS:
Igraph provides an interface for depth-first search and breadth-first search through the function for igraph_dfs and igraph_bfs.
Modified Kruskal's algorithm: The modified Kruskal's algorithm algorithm for computing the minimal spanning tree of a graph
is implemented in the file source/algorithms/spanningtree_modified_
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IGRAPH is a small library designed to help you create and manipulate graphs. Its class library includes implementations for
classic graph theory problems like minimum spanning trees and network flow, and also implements algorithms for some recent
network analysis methods, like community structure search. IGRAPH implements an extensive set of functions for manipulating
weighted and directed graphs with variable size, and also uses a user friendly interface for constructing and manipulating graphs.
igraph.All, igraph.Graph, igraph.Graph.GraphIO, igraph.Graph.Element, igraph.Graph.GraphIO, igraph.Graph.Element,
igraph.Graph.Element and igraph.Graph.Node are documented in the package manual. And all four classes are documented in
the IGRAPH manual. Here are some examples of how to use igraph (see the included test program for more detailed examples):
As a general introduction to igraph, see the Tutorial section below. For more detailed help with igraph, see the package manual,
the tutorial and the user manual. For simple problems like finding the shortest path, you will not need to use igraph, and can
instead solve your problem with Python or other tools. This is a list of some of the most useful igraph functions. (This list is
ordered by frequency of use). As said elsewhere, igraph is most useful for problems that are NP-hard or NP-complete, or for
which there are no good solution algorithms. Basic graph manipulation igraph.Graph.read_ascii(filename) Converts an ASCII
file into a graph. The same graph can be saved using igraph.Graph.save_graph(filename). igraph.Graph.get_attributes(graph)
Returns all the attributes of a graph as a dictionary of named values. igraph.Graph.get_edgelist(graph) Returns a list of the edges
in a graph. igraph.Graph.get_node(node) Returns the node with the given (id,...) tuple. igraph.Graph.get_nodes(graph, nodes,
level=1) Returns a list of all the nodes in a graph. igraph.Graph.get_node_attr(graph, node) Returns a dictionary of the attributes
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of a node. igraph.Graph.get_nodes_attr(graph, nodes, attrs) Returns a list of the attributes of the nodes in 6a5afdab4c
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* Minimum Spanning Trees: A minimum spanning tree of a graph is a tree spanning all the vertices of a graph, that has the
smallest number of edges. Minimum spanning tree problems are of interest for many scientific disciplines, like graph theory,
computer science, communication networks, bioinformatics, data mining, biometrics, forecasting and economic analysis. *
Network Flows: A network flow is a flow of a fluid, between pairs of nodes of a graph. For example, from network traffic
analysis, or from the study of the movement of people in an island. * Network Clustering: Network Clustering searches for
groups of nodes in a graph which are more densely connected to one another than to the rest of the nodes. This is useful for the
analysis of large networks, where the existence of densely connected clusters can be a clue for the existence of functional
communities. * Community Detection: Community Detection searches for groups of nodes in a graph which have more
connections to each other than to the rest of the graph. * Community Structure Extraction:Community Structure Extraction
searches for groups of nodes in a graph which have more connections to each other than to the rest of the graph. * Other
network algorithms: This library also provides other algorithms, like density estimation, algorithm for searching unweighted and
weighted networks, and some unweighted and weighted clustering methods. * Machine Learning Algorithms: A library of
machine learning algorithms for classification, regression and network data mining. Includes implementations of popular ML
algorithms like Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors, Artificial Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines. * 3D Graph
Algorithms: A generic graph library has many problems to solve. This library is meant to solve the subset of the graph
algorithms that are more suitable to work on a 3D graph. * Grid Computing algorithms: This library includes some algorithms
for working on graphs that are defined in a grid, or that can be represented as a grid. * File Systems: If you want to store your
graphs in files, this library provides many algorithms for it. * Graph kernels: This library provides a high performance interface
for implementations of many graph kernels. * Graph statistics: Many algorithms for calculating properties of a graph like degree
distribution, number of connected components, centralities. * GParallel: A library for parallel graph algorithms on many nodes
graphs using MPI. GParallel is a library for graph parallel implementations. GParallel supports many paradigms

What's New in the Igraph Library?
The igraph library is a general purpose graph manipulation and analysis library. This is my attempt to make graph theory easily
accessible to Python programmers. Currently the igraph library is based on Python 2.6 or later, but I will try to make it easily
portable to Python 3.Igraph is licensed under the GNU GPL and therefore, all users have the freedom to use it for whatever
purpose they want.Igraph is inspired by the MATLAB graph package and the Graphviz package. In many ways it is easier to
program in compared to the MATLAB graph package, but it also has many less features.The graph classes, ranging from basic
operations on graphs to more advanced algorithms, can be used for just about any graph analysis, from basic analysis and
manipulation to evolutionary graphs, optimal flow, community detection and other graph analyses.If you do not have Python
installed on your system and are looking for a ready-to-use version of igraph, you can try the precompiled binary packages and
the source package.The source package contains everything necessary for you to use igraph, including python bindings for
Python 2 and 3, easy installation with the Python package manager (pip), easy installation of my packages and example
programs. For more details you can look into the README file included with the source package.While the precompiled binary
packages for Python 2 and 3 are well tested, I cannot guarantee that they are bug free. If you need help with any igraph related
problem, please send a mail to me.You can give igraph a try by just downloading the package, opening the file igraph-1.0.tar.gz
and executing the setup.py script to install the igraph library. All the examples are included in the igraph package, so you can try
out the library almost immediately.Installing igraph for Python 3: To install igraph for Python 3, you need to have
python-3-matplotlib installed. pip3 should then install the following package: $ pip3 install igraphIgraph Instructions: To start
using igraph, you first need to import the igraph module in Python. With igraph, you can create graphs, use them and analyze
them.There are several ways to make a graph: graphName("graph") # Create a graph called graph graph
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System Requirements:
Mac OS X: 10.6 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Intel Core 2 Quad, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7, or AMD Athlon 64 X2
Dual Core Processor with support for SSE4.1 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 2000 or better, nVidia GeForce
8800 GT or better DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Mac OS X: 10.7 or later
Processor
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